The Real Sonia Barrett - 12439 Magnolia Blvd, Suite 199
North Hollywood, CA
91607

Phone: (818) 899-1133 - Email:
authorsoniabarrett@gmail.com

Limitless and Unplugged workshops

Price: $375.00

Short Description
Sonia's lecture- Creating profound consciousness shifts
28 hours (between two sets of workshops- 2 six months workshops - 1 year)

Description
UNPLUGGED was a six months workshop where we met once per month for six months.
We have done several such workshops prior to UNPLUGGED. This however was a
closed workshop available only to those who had attended the previous 6 months
workshops.
To attempt to outline all that was shared is challenging. Each month there was an
assignment based on the information shared and participants used the science to change
their lives...creating profound consciousness shifts. Such shifts begin to transform our
lives beyond the survival protocols of reality. You will happy that you invested in these
workshop audios.
TOPICS DISCUSSED (so much more than listed here)
How you play your money game, your health game and your life game
What are the scripts that you have given to each character or situation in your life?
Overriding the database of the robotic self
Living beyond finite paradigms- The science and design of the playground of
consciousness
Accessing pure potential- science of the implicate and explicate order and the observer

The holographic nature of our lives, our bodies; the organs within it
The merging of space and time into a singularity- how it relates to the possibility of
instantaneous travel
The invisible realms and the wave particle phenomenon
Everything that we want to be and to experience already is- how to tap into this process
Brain circuits; neuroconnections and neuropathways
Understanding Time and the Continuum; the mathematical coordinate system of
spacetime
LIMITLESS WORKSHOP 14 HOURS (6 months’ workshop)
Here we met once per month for six months. Workshops are not outlined ahead of time
and so below is a brief list of topics addressed over the 6 months period. What we
experienced is far more than can be summarized here. This was a closed workshop
available only to those who had attended the previous 6 months workshops.
To attempt to outline all that was shared is challenging. Each month there was an
assignment based on the information shared and participants used the science to change
their lives...creating profound consciousness shifts. Such shifts begin to transform our
lives beyond the survival protocols of reality. You will happy that you invested in these
workshop audios.
TOPICS DISCUSSED
Who and what you have identified yourself as is just a running program
Observing ever moment as an opportunity
Discussing both hemispheres of the brain and the creative process
Making a choice to activate your body beyond the robotic nature of the collective
Understanding the cycles under which your body is being run
Bio-emotional fragments
The cosmic wireless network
13 year cycles
Fertility and life force

Beyond collective evolution
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